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Course Reports – Details
Learning Objective
Instructors will understand how to employ the Course Reports tool to obtain details
about any student’s activity in any (non-archived) course.
Start by opening the Evaluation menu and selecting Course
Reports [1] from the course Control Panel (located under the
course menu).

You’ll find a number of course report options which we encourage you to explore. For
the purposes of this exercise right-click the action icon [2] and select Run [3].

In the ensuing interface use the calendar tools [4] to select the dates under review. In
the example below we’ve chosen to study the entire Fall 2014 semester.
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After selecting the dates remember to select the Submit button [5].

In the following interface select Download Report [6].

The report will list all students alphabetically followed by a bar graph indicating the total
time spent in the course. A student who has dropped after a few weeks might only have
three hours, while others may have participated 20-, 50- hours or more.
Total time spent in a course can be interesting as a comparison but each blue bar is
interactive and can be selected [7] to drill down to the precise activities of the individual.
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The first chart features student activity by day. In this course assignments were due by
midnight Sunday and the graph below suggests this student spent most of her time in
the course shell on that day of the week.
Initial discussion grades were issued on Thursday, and again course activity suggests
that course activity was grade-driven.
Indications of grade-driven course participation might suggest to the instructor good
times to set due dates in future courses.

The second chart breaks down the student’s activity by items contributed and logins.
The student’s total time in the course can be compared with that of her colleagues.
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Finally, every login is recorded by item, time, date and number of visits. The chart
below is an extract from a much longer document.
Instructors can use this tool for any number of purposes:
•
•
•

when has a student withdrawn from a course?
what time are students putting into various projects?
which subject areas garner the most interest?

Study of various issues can be used to pinpoint the exact activity of an individual or can
help the instructor understand how the course is being used, and a more precise
understanding of student activity can help the instructor adjust course content for future
semesters.

Questions? Please use the Help Desk:
http://www.wpunj.edu/helpdesk
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